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Over the past decade, commercial banks in China faced the unprecedented 
international competition. The current performance evaluation mechanism only based 
on organization tier can not support continuous operation, so domestic commercial 
banks should build reasonable and effective multi-dimensional evaluation system to 
solve the existed problems in the current system. The problems are: lack of systematic 
design, performance evaluation indexes still remain at the level of financial 
accounting indexes; lack of scientific method, the process of system building lacks 
scientific methods and objective build basis, setting and gathering of dimensions lacks 
unified consideration and measurement and index choosing lacks systematic method 
and pertinence; lack of foresight, evaluation system only stickles on the current 
business status and cannot provide reference for the upcoming evolution or newborn 
business. Based on the background mentioned above, choosing multi-dimension 
performance evaluation system of modern commercial banks as the thesis study 
subject is practicable and foresighted. 
 The thesis uses qualitative experience study. Selecting C bank as a case, the thesis 
expatiates on the concrete application on multi-dimension performance evaluation 
system build by the model in the C bank. 
 The thesis has six chapters. Chapter one is introduction which introduces study 
background, main issues and significance of multi-dimension performance evaluation 
system of modern commercial banks, and presents the study basic thinking, analysis 
structure, study features and innovation. Chapter two is about the theory of Balance 
ScoreCard and Economics Value Added in the commercial banks .Chapter three is the 
evolution of the commercial bank multi-dimension performance evaluation. Taking 
the Bank of American as sample, chapter four studies how the western commercial 
banks build the system, including choice of construction basis, principles of system 
construction, matters needing attention and etc. Chapter five introduces the concrete 
application of the evaluation model in C Bank, basic information on C bank, 
application limit of former system, and highlights the application practice of thinking 
and model in the C bank’s evaluation system. Chapter six summarizes the main 
conclusions of this study and points out the possible direction for further study and 
issues to be concerned. 
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